12:00 pm

Registration for Day One
September 4 @ 12:00 pm - 1:00 pm
Galleria

Registration for LEARNING LIVE is easy. Just come along to the venue and we'll do
the rest. The queues can get quite long, so please arrive early and you'll then have
plenty of time before the first session starts to explore the venue, earmark the
sessions you want to attend, and start networking with other delegates and
exhibitors. There'll be complimentary hot drinks and snacks available throughout
the day, so grab a coffee and enjoy your time at LEARNING LIVE.

1:00 pm

Introduction to LEARNING LIVE
September 4 @ 1:00 pm - 1:15 pm
Presented by Edmund Monk
Enterprise Suite

Take your seats in the main Enterprise Suite as The Learning and Performance
Institute's CEO, Edmund Monk, introduces LEARNING LIVE. You'll also hear the final
results of the top 5 challenges reported by the delegates.

1:15 pm

L&D Question Time
September 4 @ 1:15 pm - 2:15 pm
Panellists include Donald H. Taylor, Grant
Schmidlechner & Billy Benn
Enterprise Suite

L&D Question Time is an open, panel-based session based on the popular TV show
"Question Time". Here you will have a chance to ask a question to be put to our
panel of L&D experts, who will share their experiences, tips, and success stories
with the audience. Expect contentious opinions, challenges, and insights into new
ways of approaching problems. A great way to open LEARNING LIVE, with plenty of
opportunity for discussion and interaction with your fellow delegates.

2:15 pm

NETWORKING BREAK
September 4 @ 2:15 pm - 3:00 pm
Galleria

Mingle with your fellow delegates and explore the exhibitor stands in this
Networking Break, hosted in the central Galleria. Perfect for meeting potential new
clients, partners, suppliers, and other people who may prove invaluable contacts in
your professional career. Free hot drinks and snacks available.

3:00 pm

Women In Learning
September 4 @ 3:00 pm - 3:45 pm
Chaired by Kate Graham
Enterprise 2

Blue Eskimo (workshop)
September 4 @ 3:00 pm - 3:45 pm
Engage

Virtual College (workshop)
September 4 @ 3:00 pm - 3:45 pm
Synergy 2

Pluralsight (workshop)
September 4 @ 3:00 pm - 3:45 pm
Synergy 1

Your Secret Weapon For Competitive Advantage:
Learning Experience Design
September 4 @ 3:00 pm - 3:45 pm
Presented by Rob Hubbard
Interact

The trouble with one-size-fits-all is that is doesn’t. It’s tempting to think that
somewhere out there is a platform or tool that will magically meet all your
organisational learning needs. When the world was simpler maybe that was the
case - but not now. The solutions of yesterday don’t solve the problems of today

because the challenges and opportunities we face are tougher and more complex.
The good news is that there are many forms of digital solution available (34 that
we’ve mapped so far) – but the trouble is knowing when to use them. It’s easy to get
seduced by shiny tech and marketing hyperbole but when, and how much, of your
budget should you spend on what?
In this interactive session, you’ll learn how to identify the appropriate budget and
approach for a project, following a robust, repeatable rationale for doing so. You’ll
also get access to a free tool to help identify the right combination of digital
learning approaches to meet your strategic aims, achieving the maximum impact
for your investment.

Digital Transformation in Organisations
September 4 @ 3:00 pm - 3:45 pm
Presented by Steve Wheeler
Enterprise 1

In an age of rapid change and disruption, organisations must either
keep pace or die. The transformation of practices, changing markets, emerging
technologies and new trends can be overwhelming, but with a digitally ready
workforce, which benefits from authentic, situated learning and development (L&D),
the task can be made easier. Digital transformation in organisations is not easy, but
can be successfully achieved, especially where key personnel – a critical mass of
individuals – know how to leverage the power and potential of digital technology to
manage change. In this interactive session we will explore the following ideas:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Change and digital transformation
New models of L&D
Digital readiness
L&D as change agency
Barriers and enablers for innovation
New technologies and the future of learning and development

3:45 pm

NETWORKING BREAK
September 4 @ 3:45 pm - 4:15 pm
Galleria

Mingle with your fellow delegates and explore the exhibitor stands in this
Networking Break, hosted in the central Galleria. Perfect for meeting potential new

clients, partners, suppliers, and other people who may prove invaluable contacts in
your professional career. Free hot drinks and snacks available.

4:15 pm

Conduent (workshop)
September 4 @ 4:15 pm - 5:00 pm
Engage

Fuse Universal (workshop)
September 4 @ 4:15 pm - 5:00 pm
Synergy 2

Netex (workshop)
September 4 @ 4:15 pm - 5:00 pm
Synergy 1

Digital Learning Transformation (hint – it’s not just
about technology)
September 4 @ 4:15 pm - 5:00 pm
Presented by Lori Niles- Hofmann
Interact

Most companies begin their digital learning transformation with the purchase of a
new platform. And whilst the technology is important, if you do not change the way
your team functions, it can be like buying a race car and never driving on it a
racetrack. This session will give practical tips on how to achieve a return on your
investment via key levers. These include: a new target operating model for L&D,
moving beyond annual planning to leveraging business analytics, how to migrate
from courses to resources, and methods to become a true business partner
delivering value.

Where Virtual Reality Training Has Proven To Be
Profitable And How Scientific Research Is
Backing That Up
September 4 @ 4:15 pm - 5:00 pm
Presented by Peter Manniche Riber
Enterprise 1

Peter is very passionate about proving business value with digital learning
initiatives including new technology like Virtual Reality, Augmented Reality and
Machine Learning.
He has experience with introducing VR in a large corporate learning environment
and navigating through a complex corporate structure to make it a success.
With this talk Peter will takes us through cases of applying virtual reality learning
environments to specific contexts, with the objective to create improved retention,
muscle memory, emotional impact and business value through reduced costs.
Beyond that, he will show examples of applied research specifically proving the
effect of VR.

David Perring session
September 4 @ 4:15 pm - 5:00 pm
Presented by David Perring
Enterprise 2

5:00 pm

NETWORKING DRINKS & CANAPES (sponsored by
Area9 Lyceum)
September 4 @ 5:00 pm - 9:00 pm
Galleria

Mingle with your fellow delegates and explore the exhibitor stands in this extended
Networking Break, hosted in the central Galleria. Perfect for meeting potential new
clients, partners, suppliers, and other people who may prove invaluable contacts in
your professional career. Free alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks will be served for a
limited time, along with hot and cold snacks. Sponsored by: Area9 Lyceum

8:30 am

DAY TWO REGISTRATION
September 5 @ 8:30 am - 9:30 am
Galleria
Registration for LEARNING LIVE is easy. Just come along to the venue and we’ll do the
rest. The queues can get quite long, so please arrive early and you’ll then have plenty of
time before the first session starts to explore the venue, earmark the sessions you want

to attend, and start networking with other delegates and exhibitors. There’ll be
complimentary hot drinks and snacks available throughout the day, so grab a coffee
and enjoy your time at LEARNING LIVE.

9:30 am

Introduction to LEARNING LIVE
September 5 @ 9:30 am - 9:45 am
Presented by Edmund Monk

Take your seats in the main Enterprise Suite as The Learning and Performance
Institute’s CEO, Edmund Monk, introduces LEARNING LIVE. You’ll also hear the final
results of the top 5 challenges reported by the delegates.

9:45 am

KEYNOTE by Graham Brown- Martin
September 5 @ 9:45 am - 11:00 am
Enterprise Suite
Graham Brown-Martin will deliver his keynote session.

11:00 am

NETWORKING BREAK
September 5 @ 11:00 am - 11:30 am
Galleria
Mingle with your fellow delegates and explore the exhibitor stands in this Networking
Break, hosted in the central Galleria. Perfect for meeting potential new clients, partners,
suppliers, and other people who may prove invaluable contacts in your professional
career. Free hot drinks and snacks available.

11:30 am

If Training Works, Prove It!
September 5 @ 11:30 am - 12:15 pm
Presented by Kevin M. Yates
Interact

Each year, we spend thousands of dollars and hundreds of hours invested in training.
But the question, is, “Did anything at all change as a result of the time and money
invested in training and employee development?” or simply put, “Did training work?”.
Join Kevin M. Yates, the Sherlock Holmes of L&D, as he shares how to collect facts,
evidence and data that shows the impact of training and learning on organization goals
and employee performance.
What will we do?
•
•
•

Discuss techniques for conducting an L&D investigation.
Examine the facts, evidence and data that tells the impact story for
Learning & Development.
Build the case that solves the mystery for results and answers the
question, “Did training work?”

Kevin will immerse you in exercises, activities and discussion that builds your capability
for being an L&D detective. You’ll discover how to answer the question, “Did training
work?”, with fact-based evidence.

Filtered (workshop)
September 5 @ 11:30 am - 12:15 pm
Engage

Rosetta Stone (workshop)
September 5 @ 11:30 am - 12:15 pm
Synergy 2

Teach on Mars (workshop)
September 5 @ 11:30 am - 12:15 pm
Synergy 1

New Generation of Learning
September 5 @ 11:30 am - 12:15 pm
Chaired by Kate Graham
Enterprise 2

Charles Jennings Session
September 5 @ 11:30 am - 12:15 pm
Presented by Charles Jennings
Enterprise 1

12:15 pm

NETWORKING LUNCH
September 5 @ 12:15 pm - 1:30 pm
Galleria
Enjoy a complimentary lunch served in the Galleria. With a full 75 minutes of networking
time, you'll have plenty of opportunity to meet potential new clients, partners, suppliers,
and other people who may prove invaluable contacts in your professional career. All
dietary requirements are catered for but please contact us if you have any specific
needs.

1:30 pm

Freeformers (workshop)
September 5 @ 1:30 pm - 2:15 pm
Synergy 2

Leadership 4.0: How To Lead Organisations For High
Performance In The Fourth Industrial Revolution
September 5 @ 1:30 pm - 2:15 pm
Presented by Professor Vlatka Hlupic
Enterprise 2

The Fourth Industrial Revolution requires new model of leadership based on people,
purpose and collaboration. While people are often stated as a company’s greatest
asset, few businesses have a clear model of leadership that improves performance,
engagement, removes barriers to innovation, and uncovers hidden strengths in people
and the organization.
In this interactive session, Professor Vlatka Hlupic will demonstrate how organisations
can make The Big Shift to a new way of thinking and working, leading to improved
business performance in the Fourth Industrial Revolution. The talk will be based on
Vlatka's award winning research published in her books "The Management Shift" and
“Humane Capital”.

Intrepid By Vitalsource (workshop)
September 5 @ 1:30 pm - 2:15 pm

Synergy 1

Learning Technology Adoption
September 5 @ 1:30 pm - 2:15 pm
Presented by Nick Shackleton- Jones
Interact

Content Curation for Learning: Let’s Get
Practical
September 5 @ 1:30 pm - 2:15 pm
Presented by Stephen Walsh
Enterprise 1
We’re all looking to deliver more for less in L&D. Curating recent and relevant content
from around the web can add engagement and value for your learners. Easy to say. But
how do you do it in practice, given the content overload we all face every day? In this
session we’ll look at Practical tips for content curation Real examples from leading
organisations adding value with curation Tools and techniques to help you start
curating today

2:45 pm

Digital Transformation: What You’ve Always Wanted
To Ask
September 5 @ 2:45 pm - 3:30 pm
Presented by Myles Runham
Enterprise 2

Understanding L&D Trends and Planning for the
Future
September 5 @ 2:45 pm - 3:30 pm
Presented by Donald H. Taylor
Enterprise 1
What is happening in Learning and Development (L&D), and how will things change this
year? If you think there’s too much noise out there, and not enough hard fact, you’re not
alone. Join Donald H Taylor as he explores new research, including the results of his

sixth annual Learning & Development Global Sentiment Survey, when he’ll examine why
things have changed so much this year.
•
•
•
•

What everyone’s talking about – and what actually matters
The two groups of L&D professionals – which are you in?
Why 2019 is a watershed year for L&D, and how to react How senior L&D
professionals are planning for the future
Hype, the latest technologies and the battle for profile

Sysdoc (workshop)
September 5 @ 2:45 pm - 3:30 pm
Synergy 1

Make Real (workshop)
September 5 @ 2:45 pm - 3:30 pm
Synergy 2

Skill Cast (workshop)
September 5 @ 2:45 pm - 3:30 pm
Engage

